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House rules spark heated debate
•v MARIA NOSAL
SGA REPORTER

KVAN DYSON/wworptoifojrflpA"
Senior Senator Rlcardo Plneres addresses questions In the SGA's meeting
Tuesday. Much of the meeting was spent discussing proxy votes.

Alcohol
use on
decline

Tuesday's SGA meeting was marked by contentious
debate over house rules.
The house rules were presented to the senate and a number of amendments were submitted. The first amendment,
proposed by senior Senator Ricardo Pifleres. requested
eliminating proxy votes. This amendment looked to remove
the ability for a senator to vote or abstain from voting for an
absent member of the senate.
Many senators took a very opinionated stance on this
issm>. Senior senator Lucy Hutchinson motioned to remove
Pineres from this meeting, for his proposals kept the senate
in debate for a extended period of time, causing senators |rj
be repetitive in their arguments.
"The motion to remove Senator Pifieres was highlv
unorthodox, and the senate will let everyone know that they
will not allow what may be taken as personal attacks during their meetings," sophomore Parliamentarian Brendan
Travis said
While his amendment did not pass, the motion lo
remove Pifieres also did not receive majority vote.
The next proposed amendment dealt with the use o(
points of information. A point of information is generallv
used by senators to ask a question, however it has been mis-

used in the past for debate purposes. This amendment was
passed, and now will not allow such actions to occur.
Another proposed amendment looked to change the
wording of the house rules. It was not voted on because it was
a technical issue and therefore was automatically changed.
Hutchinson proposed another amendment that requested
adding into the rules that senators could only have three proxies per semester as well as proxies counting towards quorum
This was split into two amendments, so they could address
each issue individually. Both of the amendments passed
The final amendment passed proposed that attendance
records of senate meetings be posted on the SCA Web site
within a month of the respective meeting.
The motion of quorum and counted votes was used
numerous times to ensure there were enough senators to
hold the meeting. Each time, quorum was met by the minimum number needed.
Also at the meeting, senior Executive Treasurer Gina
Maurone announced freshman Macon Hollister as the
contingency liaison. Hollister will serve as a connection
between organizations submitting to the SGA for money
and the SGA, since only a senator can write a bill.
'This was the first real meeting in which there was first
real business," said Wesli Spencer, senior student body
president. "Now thai the house rules are passed, we can
start serving the students."

Top Dog open for business

BY KRISTIN CARPENTER
WKITZK

cosniBtmNc

A survey released last year shows an overall
decrease in alcohol consumption among JMU
students, but shows those who consume alcohol
are drinking more per occasion.
The number of students participating in
drinking at JMU has decreased between 2002
and 2004. The JMU Office of Substance Abuse
Research conducted a Web-based survey in
February 2004 to assess alcohol and drug use
among JMU students.
Released last year, the survey shows an
overall decrease in alcohol consumption among
JMU students, but shows those who consume
alcohol are drinking more per occasion.
The survey reads, "Of the students reporting, 75.1 percent report they have used alcohol
in the past 30 days, compared to 76.9 percent in
2002." While the number of those using alcohol
is decreasing, data from the survey shows an
overall increase of use between 2002 and 2004
among those students who drink.
Of the drinking population in 20O4,26.4 percent consumed alcohol three to five times per
week compared to 18.8 percent in 2002.
Many of the students who do drink don't
feel JMU has a drinking problem.

The campus atmosphere promotes
drinking in that alcohol is easily
available, but research at JMU
consistently indicated that onethird of the students don) drink...
-Michael Way
director of the Office of Judicial Affairs

"It's here just as much as it is anywhere
else," senior Kellie Tucker said.
While data shows drinking trends going up,
from a judicial standpoint, drinking violations
are going down. According to Michael Way,
director of the Office of Judicial Affairs, there
were 551 alcohol violations in 20O4-'05, down
from 605 in 2003-'04.
The OSAR survey also shows that most students think other students are drinking.
There are many, many students who do
not consume or overconsume alcohol," OSAR
Director Jeanne Martino-McAllister said.
"[Students, faculty, staff| need to provide connections to the students who do not want to
drink. I know freshman advisers who have initiated this connection from advisee to advisee
because the freshmen were astounded at the
drinking taking place their first weekend here.
We need to be connectors."
But Way said what promotes the drinking
behavior is not JMU-specific, but rather the collegiate lifestyle.
"Yes, the campus atmosphere promotes
drinking in that alcohol is easily available, but
research at JMU consistently indicates that onethird of the students don't drink and one-third
drink in moderation," Way saidHe advised students to consider their goals
and how alcohol may interfere with short-term
educational goals and long-term career goals.
One way suggested to avoid the temptation is
to get more involved in the campus and the
community. Way said.
The 2006 Core Alcohol and Drug Survey for
2005-*06 will be administered in February.
For more information or to look at the stabstics for yourself, visit the OSAR Web site at wb.
imu.tduo/osar

CASEY TFMPlElOWtrnior photo/tniphrr
The Top Dog Cafe, located above PC Dukes, offers coffee, grilled Items, sandwiches and Asian food.
BY ASHl EV McCUELAND
StNtOR WRITER
Yesterday marked the grand opening of Tog Dog Caf6, with four new
restaurants for students including Starbucks, Grille Works, Mongolian Grill
and Madison Bread Company.
Stephanie Hoshower, operations director of Aramark, said, "Our opening day has been successful. There are lots of folks around, we have Den
very busy."
Top Dog Cafe offers students a chance to try different dining options. "I
like [Top Dog Cafe| — it is a change of pace from other places and the food

is great," freshman Megan Andrews said.
Mongolian Grill offers stir fry and other Asian-inspired food. Madison
Bread Company's menu includes sandwiches, panini and soups and
Starbucks offer*, a wide array of coffees and breakfast foods.
Top Dog Cafe provides 285 additional seats, which helps relieve
overcrowding in dining halls.
Sophomore Kaitlyn Hanley said, 'There aren't that many restaurants,
but we needed more seating and it's like you're at a restaurant."
Sophomore Amanda Rettig agreed that the seating opbons are better at
Top Doc. "You don't feel like you're on top of everyone, and it's nice that
|the Cafe| will alleviate the congestion at Dukes and D-hall."

JMU site rated high
■V SHAW >•> ScHlf?
NfWS ED/TOR
The |MU Admissions Weh Nile has been
ranked among the top 10 in the nation.
The National Research Center (or
College and University Admissions
rated over 3,000 colleges and universities
nationwide. According to the study, the
sites wen' evaluated on how well the functionality and design provided information
to potential students to take them from
prospect to applicant. More than 100,000
college-bound high school students participated in the study.
TniNpective college students are very
Internet-savvy, and they have com, i„
expect the admissions sections of univnatty Web sites to provide .ntu.il information
to help them make decisions," according
to Don Munce, president of the National
Research Center for College and University
Admissions. "If the sites don't provide
what Ihey need, with the ease of navigation
they expert, they'll go elsewhere. A quality
Web site can now be the difference between
a lost pnispect and a new student."
Freshman Tyler Young said
he
appreciated the simplicity of the Web
site. "Pari of the mm I ".is impressed

>

with IMC was the fact that it was .in easy
admission process. They made it simple
and easy to use, like they didn't want to
add stress to anyone's hie Mnre they already
knew seniors' lives wen' full of it," lu Mia
Mark Meadows, assistant din'Ctor of
admissions at JMU, manages the Wee lit*.
"Our Weh Nile IN not all about the glitz
and glamour," Meadows said. "It's pretty
text heavy and has a standard layout,
but when prospective studentl are looking for important information, rt*l there
And they could find it in the plan1- the\
expected to find it."
But Meadows said he doeN not ^ .ml to
take all the credit.
"There
are many
conlnhutorN,"
Meadows said. "I don't write the material,
I just organize it.
Someone slM has
anticipated the questions pn>spective
students an' going to have.
"Prospective students want contact
with faculty and current students 10 we
have them contnbute to the Web site."
Meadows, who has been the Web manager lor the past two and a half vears, did
not design the original Wtb rita 1 inherited a complete Web site. I kept the MUM
look, the same fonts, same colors and
updated some of the graphics."

CAROLYN WALSER/vnior ph,MSr,iph,r
rim Woronleckl family distributed pamphlets and
displayed signs around the Quad yesterday.
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Violence to persons

A JMU student reported the theft ol an unsecured blue
BMX Haro F2 bicycle, valued at $240. from the bike
rack at Chappelear Hal between Sept 21 at 11 pm
and Sept 22 at 7 am

A JMU student was charged wtth violence to persons in
Eagle Hall on Sept. 24 at 2:15 am

A JMU student reported the theft ol an unsecured JAC
Card from a common area in Potomac Hall on Sept
25 at 1 am.

Burglary/Larceny
A JMU employee reported the theft of a Navatar longthrow projector lens, valued at $1,000, from the Duke
Fine Arts Center on Sept 21 between 10 40 and 10 45
am.

Drunk In public and underage possession of alcohol
A JMU student was charged with underage possession
of alcohol and bang drunk in public in the Philips Center on Sept 23 at 12 59 am

Underage possession of alcohol
and drunkenness
A JMU student was charged with underage possession
of alcohol and drunkenness at the Greek Row gate on
Sept 23 at 320 am.

A JMU employee reported the theft of a JMU hang tag
from a vehicle parked in the 0-2 Lot between Sept 20
at 10 am and Sept. 21 at 10 am

Two JMU students were charged with violence to persons in McGraw-Long Hal on Sept 26 at 11:15 pm

Property damage
A JMU student reported about $240 worth of damage
to a motorcycle light, fuel tank, handle bar, handle bar
mount and cover, while parked in the R-8 Lot between
Sept 23 at 4 p m and Sept 24 at 1215 pm
A JMU employee reported graflft on the restroom bu*dIng of the C-10 Lot between Sept 25 and Sept 26

Possession of marijuana
A JMU student was charged with the possession of
manruana in Chesapeake Hal on Sept 24 at 1037
pm.

Drunk in public
A JMU student was charged with being drunk in public
in Shorts Hal on Sept 24 at 11.48 pm
A JMU student was charged with being drunk in pubkc
on Port Republic Road at Forest H*s Drive on Sept.
25 at 141 am.

Property destruction
A JMU student was charged with destroying property in
Dinrjledine Hal on Sept 23 at 2 10 am
Number of parking tickets smce Aug 29 3,277
Nurnber ol dnjnk in pubtcs since Aug 29 12

■ How to place a classified Go to www.rhebnMze.org and car* on the classified link or coma into the office weekdays between 8 am and 5 pm
■ Cost $500 for the first 10 words. $3 lor each additional 10 words; boxed
classified $10 per column rich
■ Deadlines noon Friday tor Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday Issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Sreeze office

Up til Dawn will be holding
its Letter Wntjng Party lund
raiser on Tuesday, Od 4 in
Transitions from 6 to 11 p.m.
They will provide the letters,
envelopes and stamps and
you bnng the addresses
They will have free food, entertainment and door prizes.
Contact Tori Masters at mastervl with any questions

Homecoming
Banner Contest
Sign-ups for the Homecoming Banner Contest wrap
up today. Sept 29, In the
Clubhouse H your club, organization or residence hall
is interested in showing their
spirit and getting their name
out there, be sure to sign up
by today Sheets to be decorated can be picked up Monday. Oct 3 in the Clubhouse
Decorate within the theme,
"Highway to the Duke Dog
Zone' and have a chance
to win prizes. For more info,
contact Ally Samsetskl at
samsefaf.
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DRY BAHI

ICK CREAM

Downtown:
540-434-6980
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www.rvline»DairyBar.com

Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58 E. Wolfe St. a 2425 S. Main St., Harrisonburg

Share your space, but live on your own.

Al tumlthmos pictured n» from Wal-Mart

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmert.com and still afford tuition.
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New bike routes provide
for safer transportation
City Council approves plans for new paths
■v

AMY SECALL

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A new bicycle plan is in the works for the Harhsonburg community. The Harrisonburg Planning
Commission put the plan into action Sept. 14 to
create more bicycle paths in the area.
"The new version of the Harrisonburg Bicycle
Plan prioritizes certain projects in order to focus
City Council's attention on those which will have
the greatest positive impact on bicyclists," said
Leonard Van Wyk, associate professor of the department of mathematics, advocacy coordinator of
the Shenandoah Valley Bicycle Club and a member
of the Harrisonburg Transportation Safety Commission. "As with all transportation projects, one
of the main constraints is cost."
This proposed plan would provide safer transportation for people of all ages in the community.
"I think a bike path is a really important addition to this area because Harrisonburg is a small
city, but the population keeps growing and growing and each person brings their own car," said
senior Julie Pinilla, an avid bike rider.
Many students and residents agree that the
benefits widely outweigh any negatives, which
really only exist in the financial aspect. Daily bike
riders Ben and Anna Wyse supported the con-

struction of the paths.
"The bike path makes a lot of sense for getting to class for students," Ben Wyse said. "For my
wife going to work each day, it provides a safer
situation not having to share the road
with vehicles."
Ben also is the
owner of the Shenandoah Bicycle Company, and hopes the
paths will be sufficient enough to make
residents see the benBIKE ROUTE efits of owning a bike
for transportation.
Additional paths
are being planned
for the Maryland
Avenue/South Main
Street area. If approved by the council, these bike paths
will be a welcoming
change to the area for
students and Harrisonburg residents
alike.

SHARE
THE
ROAD

\ glimpse into the future

KYLE COLEMAN/ttvtfnftunn? pfvxogruphsr
Bicyclists frequently travel on main roads, which can be daneerous for pedestrians, motorists and bicyclists alike. New hike paths throughout Harrisonburg will enable bikers to
travel more safely.

Experts discuss wind
as renewable energy
»Y RACHANA DIXIT
SENIOR WRTTtR

EVAN DYSON'mwr pti^tngraplirr
Arron Raistrlck of Centex Homes tails tank* Vance Overstreet about the opportunl
tlee within hit company at the Canter Farr on Monday In the Festival Conference and
Student Center.

'Campus culture' reflects high
graduation rates, retention
■Y BECCA GARRISON
CAVAUIR DAM

The American Association of State Colleges and Universities found in a study released
Tuesday that the most important factor for high
graduation and retention rates is a "campus culture" that reinforces student success and promotes a sense of purpose.
AASCU undertook the study in an effort to
understand retention and graduation rates of
students at public four-year colleges.
"Higher education has long been focused on
access, but lately there's been more of a demand
to focus on success," AASCU Director of Special
Projects John Hammang said.
According to the study, the most essential
parts of "campus culture" in graduation rates
are a sense that students can succeed, an inclusive environment for all members on campus and a "strongly held sense of an institutional mission that recognizes the campus as
'distinctive' or 'special.'"
The survey chose 12 institutions nationwide
with traditionally high graduation rates or significantly improved graduation numbers within
their categories. The schools were grouped under Bairon's standards of "non-competitive"
or "highly competitive" based on SAT or ACT

score as well as CPA and other specifications.
According to the survey, only half of the
study institutions had recently raised admission requirements.
"What really distinguishes many of these
campuses is the pervasive believe that demography is not destiny: All of the students they
admit have the potential to graduate, and they
should all be held to high levels of expectation,"
according to the report.
Groups also were formed through the
Carnegie organization, which classifies institutions based on the kind of programs they
run. Minority serving and non-minority serving schools were factored in, as well as regions, Hammang said.
The institutions chosen were from 11 different states including one Virginia school, Virginia State University. AASCU sponsored the study
with the Education Trust and the National Association of System Heads.
'The undergraduate expenence is heavily focused on seeing that University students
receive a broad, academically ngorous education," University spokesperson Carol Wood
said. 'There is an emphasis on the development
of leadership skills and giving student the ability to be ready to go into whatever held they
choose after graduation."

This Month's Shows:
PJJF* k

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

540-442-9923
Open 11am - 2am
7 days a week

ROBERT F. KEEFER
The Law Office of Robert F.Keefer, Esq. P.LC
rkeeferCakeefercard.com

FREE
CONSULTATION

Shady Potato -sept. 29,th
No Buy-in Necessary
Late night menu available until 1am
Lunch buffet Mon-Fri 11am to 2pm
CJ5-99 all you can eat - $1 OFF w/student ID)
Duff hour Mon-Fri 6:jo to 7:30

Tin• Tlmm.is Hamsun House
lOW Bruce Street
l.irriMiiiDiit'u. \.\ _-'"

Ncr \lilrn bus

' I il i/ru s I ,i
III it'tl'll'.Ktl'fl'l i HI'i/.i "in

540.433. 6906
$1 Sushi
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BobMcChesney - October 1st
Texeui Hold em Tuesday,*

95 South Main St.

Professor Jonathan Miles of integrated science and technology, and Rick Webb, a research
scientist at the University of Virginia, discussed
the pros and cons of controversial wind turbines in Virginia on Monday as a part of NPR's
radio program, "With Good Reason."
Miles is a founding member of the Virginia Wind Energy Collaborative, an organization created to promote the balanced
development of wind energy in Virginia.
The organization provides information on
energy production to both large scale and
smaller residential or aghculutral wind-producing operations.
He believes that wind turbines can be
used as a good alternative energy source, said
wind energy is the fastest growing renewable
energy source.
Wind turbine, use kinetic energy from
wind and convert it into mechanical power,
which is often used for electricity.
"Properly cited, wind turbines can produce
electricity at a cost th.it \ comparable to electricity generated by fossil sources," Miles said.
In Virginia, mountain ridges and bay areas
are good areas for wind turbines because of the
steady wind flow at fairly high speeds. However, wind power can be challenging because of
intermittent wind flow and many coastal areas
have mandates against commercial wind power development, so other power sources would
still be needed.
"In the distant future we're not going to see
traditional power sources go away," Miles said.

Webb, on the other hand, is in opposition
to the building of turbines on mountain ridges
and bay areas in Virginia. Webb owns land in
Highland County, which is near the recently
proposed wind turbine-building project.
'They will occupy what remains of our
remnant wild areas," Webb said, including thai
the country would not be able to keep up with
the overall energy demand because a certain
amount of wind is required to make the turbines economical.
Another issue that arose relating to wind
turbines was deaths of indigenous species.
Miles said that on average, a turbine will be
responsible for seven to eight bird deaths per
year, but other energy sources such as smokestacks can be far more lethal with bird mortalities, often hundreds in one night.
Webb countered this by saying birds
won't have the option of avoiding the turbines if they take over many mountain
ridges. It also would be more likely for extraordinary bird species to be killed by wind
turbines, versus more common bird species
that would be killed in industrial and commercial areas, he said.
Bat populations also could face risks.
Webb said if all the proposed turbines are
constructed, up to 60,000 bats could be
killed per year.
The future of wind turbines and how many
would be constructed in Virginia is still uncertain at this point. To meet the raw energy need.
Miles said hundreds or thousands would have
to be built over the next decade.
"I think it's important to move forward but
to move forward carefully," he said.

11 am-2 pm

Mon-Fri

™

/\ Japanese Steakhouse
S
& Sushi Bar

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare
from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.
540.574.4901
Sun-Thurs. 1 lam-10pm
Fri&Sat 11am- 11pm
829 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA
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For more Information, please contact the
Office of International Programs
x86419, or by e-mail at studyabroadtymu.edu
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You may also visit our web site at
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ACROSS
2 Urge feline of African and Asian tVraU usually
having a lawn) coat with black spots
6 Country thai border* the Red Set. a 1/3 of Out
country's women wore freedom fighters in iheu war
for utdqiendcnoc with Ethiopia
7 Jackass or Blacklbot sir types of this animal that
live around (he most southern edge of Africa
t Sleepy fly of Africa
12 IV clciest living relative to the elephant that is
also a rodent (two words)
1J Laigesi diumond-producing country in the world
17 Indian Ocean island thai is part of number J2
18 Nearly 38 percent of Africans living in the
sub-Sahara region practice this religion
21 Oneof Africa*oldest inhabitants a gigantic
upiide-down looking tree found in tie savtmnas of
Africa
23 Author of Thing. Kail Apart"
27 North African capital city, home to the Barhary
COSH pirate), and *ilc of U S Marine invasion in
180S
28 Scenic ute in Africa
29 44 of Africa's 54 countries utt a
language
si their official stale language
30 < Kar-nominated director who was (ailed for her
film 'Witness to Apartheid*
31 Moit populated city in Nigeria with approxim-'eN
16 B million neoolc
32 Number 15 is located in this east African country
All entries should be submitted to Daniel Hale
in the Office of International Programs (1077
South Main St. MSC 5731) by Friday, Sept. 30,
at 5pm One winner will be drawn from the entries.
The answer key and the winner will be posted on the
olP web site Tuesday, Oct. 4.

DOWN
1 A cloth traditionally uacd to make a ceremonial
garment in Ghana, but now commonly worn all
over Africa today

3 ' M Coelioc won Nobel Fnw for thu book
4 The capital and largest city of Kenya and a center
for lounat safaris
5 Endangered African cat that is the fastest land
animal
♦ Former British colony whose name means 'Lioness
Mountains*
10 This artist wai bom in Africa and just reissued a
new C D entitled 'Stand Up' (two words)
11 Kenyan woman who began the Green Belt
Movement to re-grow forests m Kenya (two words)
12 African regions of tall, densely growing evergreens
(two words)
14 lithe most widely spoken African language, but is
only spoken by approximately 1 million people
15 Volcanic mountain in number 32 that is the highest
peak in Africa
14 Semi-nomadic people living in southern Kenya and
northern Tanzania
I* Name gi\*n to the female hominid whose remains
were found in Ethiopia in 1974
20 A French speaking country that is round on Africa's
well coast, capital city is Dakar
22 Ghanaian head of the United Nations
24 Tall annual cereal grass grown in Africa that bears
kernel) on large ears
23 I he Sahara. Narrub and the desert take up over a
fourth of Africa's landrneas
24 This music has its roots in the rjantatonic rhythms
of Ethiopian music (two words)

olP

INTERNATIONAL WEEK 2005
September 25—October 2
gsaaaal
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AFRICA
ONI CONTINENT, MANY VOICR

ELEGBA FOLKLORE SOCIETY

Sharon Sopher and Trust Mashoro

Bringing the sights and sounds of
West Africa to JMU
Monday. 9/26/05

winning camera person and filmmaker to create scenes and

"

An Emmy winning producer/director teams with an award
stories from Africa that will leave you In awe.

Noon
The Commons
Opening Ceremony

Monday, 9/26/05 5:00pm
Taylor 404
An Africa At Work and an Africa that Works

4:00pm
Taylor 306
Master Class

Tuesday, 9/27/05 6:00pm
Taylor 404
Witness to Apartheid

8:00pm

Grafton Stovall

Thursday, 9/29/05 8:00pm
Wilson Hall
One AIDS, One World

ALL PERFORMANCES FREEH
Mr. Isaac Aqgrev
Deputy Ambassador from Ghana to the Uniter
States

Mr. Aggrey will discuss the U.S. African Growth and
Opportunity Act (AGOA) and the Developmental Challenges Facing African Governments
Tuesday, 9/27/05 7:30pm
Grand Ballroom
For a complete listing of 1-Week events, please visit:

www.jmu.edu/international/iweek

Taste of Africa
Brought to you by the African Student
with food from the Blue Nile Restaurant
Friday, 9/30/05 5:00 pm
Grand Ballroom
ckets can be purchased at the Madison Grill
Egypta: Myth. Magic and Mystery
Performed by the Silk Road Dance Company
Friday, 9/30/05 8:00 pm
Wilson Hall
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Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best Fa

j China Express
(540) 568-9899 I

, 1031 Port Republic Rd
t Next to Food Lion

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

Ilie Best Value Combo
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
■ SC6
1
SC7
SC8
SC9

o
*

BEST
CHINESE'^
Voted *1 by The
Breeze rer

Chicken Broccoli
Pork. Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Main
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweet and Sour Pork
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Chicken with Garlic Sauce
Hunan Chicken
Pork with Mixed Vegetables
Mixed Chinese Vegetables

FREE DELIVERY

• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
'SC12KungPao Chicken
■ SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken

Limited Area
$10.00 minimum
Flex Accepted

oniy^Q

■ SC15 Hunan Beel
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
'SC1B Szechuan Beet
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
i SC23 General Tso's Chic
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beet, or Shrl
SC27 Chicken with Vegetable

All come with

Vegetable Lo Mein
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
nd choice of soup:

onton,

• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

VI

* Indicates Spicy (can be altered~t

Try Our Chef Specials

$7.45

or Hot and Sour

(swvedwitti Plain Fned or Steamed Rica)

Lemon Chicken

Amazing Chicken

BaEBaraca
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SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS
I Rover's remark
5 Pleat
9 Plead
12 Wooden pin
17 Baseball's Vizquel
18 Portrait painter John
19 Pakistani language
20 Flaunt
21 Small hawk
22 Descartes or
Levesque
23 Trusting son
24 Loath
25 "I Think I Love You"
group
29 Khan opener?
30 Figs
31 Fosters a felon
32 Avoid an accident
36 Poetic contraction
38 Way off base?
39 Pixie
42 "Joy to the Worldgroup
46 Swimmer Thorpe
48 Supper scrap
50 Meal cut
51 FU a tight
52 Mercury, for one
54 Dwight's competition
56 Acom, eventually
57 Enthusiasts
59 Tnte
60 " Break"
C91 film)
61 Director Kazan
62 Sister
63 Amontillado
container
66 Yen
67 "Happy Together"
group
71 "Here I Go Again"
group
73 Actress Lillian
74 Line of clothing?
75 "The Simpsons"
bartender
76 "The Avengers" star
77 Wan
79 "Moll Flandersauthor
81 Sour
82 Toody or Muldoon
85 Musty
86 "Iron Mike"
87 Onassis' nickname
88 Hermes' mom
89 Russell 01 Wahl
90 WWII area
92 "In A-Gadda-DaVida" group
96 Rocker Claypool
98 They may be split
100 Shoe width
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101 Evaluate
102 Sweatshirt size
104 Botanist Gray
106 "Birds - feather..."
107 "For What Its Worth"
group
114 Imam's subject
116 Skeleton pan
117 Cordelia or Edith
Bunker
118 Sink or swim?
120 Bundle
121 Valley
122 "Around'('64 hit)
123 Notion
124 Cabinet wood
125 Canal zone?
126 Word with biscuit or jerk
127 Suburban obsession

DOWN
1 Hunan pan
2 Skip
3 Inauguration Day event
4 Liberate
5 Scrounged around
6 Beethoven wrote one
7 Navel store?
8 Mailer's "The Park"
9 Betters oneself, in a way
10 Falco of "The
Sopranos"
11 Loud laugh
12 Cargo crane
13 Threat words
14 Guarded
15 Mag bigwigs
16 Golfer Trevino
19 Reverse

■'"
H>»
20
26
27
28
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
40
41
43
44
45
47
49

Richardson novel
Macadamize
Cross inscription
Extremely hot
Normandy site
"Hold your horses!"
Palladino of "ER"
Stimpy's pal
Protection
Chang's sib
Lawyer's case?
'62 Kubrick film
Composer Cesar
Rococo
Fed
Party animal?
Doze
Church offering

53Jai55
57
58
59
61

"Nothing -!"
Winter malady
Pretension
Kramden's vehicle
One of the
Banymores
62 Downfall
64 Channel
65 Actor Dullea
67 Country singer
Diana
68 Inn
69 Petroleum
component
70 Chatterley or
Windermere
71 "- is mei"
72 Bilko's rank abbr
75 Non-stereo
78 Bom

-PPI

1B^
r ^\————
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80 In place of
81 Real
82 Java joint
83 Art medium
84 Actress Amanda
86 Fnendly Islands
87 Novelist Kobo
88 "- Dnubtfire"
C93 film!
91 Bass-baritone Bryn
93 Imminent
94 Lustrous fabric
95 Morales of "La
Bamba"
97 Channel
99 Genesis disaster
103 Out to get
l04Edof"Rosie
O'Neill"
105 Extend across
106 Inspected too
closely?
107 Tweeter
108 - podnda
109 Spring fiower
110 Inoperative
111 Depraved
112 Aswan was her
swain
113 Sketched
114 Hydrotherapy site
115 Porter or Pnnce
119 Outlaw

Sunchase Leasing
Kick-Off
14 Days
fait!

RMigL. Makm 14
T
syN'LW

Experience the Thrill of the Chase!
•*• 4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments

540.442.4800

www.sunchase.net

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

* Amazing Swimming Pool and Tanning Area
* A State-of-the-Art clubhouse
* Fitness and Business Centers open 24-hours
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Molly Liltie. Editor
breezeopinion @ hormail.com
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JMU respectfully
protests in D.C.
B» Ron PI
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HOUSE EDITORIAL

TV expands presidential prospects

KRAMER

CONTUKJTING WfUJIR

The problem with large-scale protests is that
they generally don't attract the most rational bunch
of people. Last Saturday in the ellipse at Washington D.C. well over 100,000 protestors demonstrated
outside. While the gathering was considered by
many to be a peace march, I'd say the vast majority
of the people there were just anti-Bush. And when
I say they were anti-Bush, I mean they were really
anti-Bush. Protestors accused him of everything
from being a liar and a racist to being a member of
the Nazi Party.
Even the speakers, including the Rev. Jesse
Jackson, Al Sharpton and U.S. Rep. Maxine Waters,
provided no other way to end the war in Iraq other
than voting Democratic and moving to impeach
Bush. It was a pretty angry peace protest to say the
least, and it was certainly more anti-Bush than propeace.
In a march where so many young people wore
bandanas over their faces and where tnere were as
many anarchy signs as there were peace signs, I had
to figure that most of the voung people who were
there were participating out of boredom or angst.
But when I talked to several of the JMU students
who attended I found that this was anything but
the truth.
Ben Cotton, who is currently a sophomore here,
was actually the transportation organizer for Harrisonburg for ANSWER, a group that helped organize the peace march. He explained that he knew
the peace march wasn't going to result in the immediate resignation of George Bush, but rather it
was about creating awareness and getting attention
from the media. And considering that the media
won't show the coffins of dead U.S. soldiers and
has stopped showing daily body counts from Iraq,
some more media attention would be an asset to the
peace movement.
Sophomore Tina Chnstopolous talked about
how it would be a once in a lifetime experience to
become part of something to voice an opinion. And
I agree that being in a motley group of over 100,000
people from all over the country peacefully protesting a government that is only about a football field
away is a uniquely American experience. Another
student said that he was there gathering signatures
for a referendum to bring the troops home. He said
that he didn't want to see his cousin, who had just
come back from Iraq, serve another tour.
I contrast these motivations to some of the other
people 1 saw there. Some were vehemently advocating the liberation of Palestine, a month after Israel
evacuated the Gaza Strip. Some were protesting the
ousting Jean-Bertrand Ahstide, the "democratically
elected president of Haiti," when he was known
internationally for gross human rights violations
and fraudulent elections. And then there were the
anarchists who were getting tired of protesting the
World Bank and thought the peace march would be
a nice change of pace.
So I was glad that the students that went and
represented JMU didn't fall under the extremist
or anarchist category, and that they kept focus on
what the protest was about — ending the war in
Iraq. These days we are told that we are becoming more and more apathetic towards politics, less
informed and less active. So whether or not you
agree with the message of the protest, it was at
the least a refreshing show that people of our age
group still care, and will still get up and take action when we believe it's necessary.
Robert Kramer is a sophomore media arts and design
major.

The United States has had a black president and a female
president.
They just weren't actually in the White House.
Last night's ABC premiere of the drama "Commander in
Chief" dares to ask the question, "What if a woman became president of the United States?" That being said, "Commander's"
Mackenzie Allen didn't actually get voted into office — she got
the Job when the older white male president had a stroke.
On "Commander in Chief," the party asks Allen to step down
after the president's stroke so the Speaker of the House can take
over the presidency. The president even goes so far as to ask her
to step down from his hospital bed.
Of course, Allen deters, managing to forge ahead and deliver
an inaugural speech that, according to the ABC Web site, "manages to unite a grieving country, quell the critics who feel she's
not up to the task, and look to the bright future which lies ahead,
led by the first female president of the United States."
On, come on.
It's not that a woman being president isn't feasible, just that
someone else seems more realistic. Between the sexism and constant judgment, what countries are going to respect the United States foreign policy coming from the mouth of a woman?
Some countries almost consider women second-class citizens.
Could Iraq, which even after Saddam Hussein's arrest is still
being questioned in how its female citizens are treated, respect

a foreign woman coming in and telling it how to change its foreign policy?
Furthermore, when a man makes a mistake, it can be
brushed off to factors such as "being incompetent" or "genuinely ignorant." A woman, meanwhile, would hear critics
blame mistakes on the fact that she is a woman, a trait she
can't even change.
Juxtaposing Fox's "24" to "Commander in Chief" is just a
waste of time, out makes for an easy comparison.
As the first black president in the United States, "24's" David
Palmer diverts nuclear threats, handles questioning of his authority from government officials and works with the CIA to create
covert operations — and that"s only within about six hours.
But networks aren't putting these shows out to educate audiences and enlighten them. Rather, it's all for entertainment
value. An Independent female president probably won't pull in
the ratings as much as "24" — but "24" also has a lot more guns
and death. Some things just require a little more sexing up.
There's a rumor that President Allen has a promiscuous teenage daughter. Now we're getting warmer.
Even if "Commander in Chief's" timing seems convenient
for the predicted, 2008 presidential candidacy of Sen. Hillary
Clinton, D-N.Y., its unfeasible that a woman would become
president before a black man.
But it sure makes for good TV.

Depression *uw%

DAjmg^c?
CPOK

E-mail dan and pan to breezed/**. hotmail.com.
Dam A Pats are nthmtned anon\momt\ taut primed on a tpact a\ailaNe
basis Suhmuuons are based upon one person \ opinion of a given summon.
person or event and do not necessarily reflect dte truth.
A "thanks-for-the-late-night-help" to the random guys that
probably don't remember giving me water and napkins for a seriously sick fnend in the parking lot.
From a very grateful girl who still can't believe she walked into a
random house to ask for water and is glad you didn't laugh at her.
A "how-Jerry-Springer-of-you" dart to the girl on her cell
Chone who was loudly discussing the sex life and drug habits of
erself and everyone she knows.
From a senior who had a nice quiet bench to study on but instead
only learned uwy more about you than she ever cared to.

ADHD CHALLENGES

AttKlffnrrBre€t
STRESS
Don't allow these or other issues to limit your
potential. Present and future choices need you
at your best Consider goal oriented therapy
with a counselor, MacDowell Counseling Serives

A "holy-crap-are-you-serious?" pat to the guy next to me in
traffic with the spiked blonde hair, who was blasting the theme
from "The O.C.," while driving his convertible and wearing his
pink polo shirt with the popped collar.
From a senior guy who enjoyed a good laugh for the duration of the
stop light.
A "do-you-eat-beans-for-breakfast?" dart to the man on the ellipticals at UREC.
From a fellow dedicated UREC-aholic who doesn't enjoy having to
smell your fumes.

Set a 2nd
$tftofy,

Judith A. MacDowell LCSW, MPH
540-746-8580
OfhrtqcmlHmS

Experienced, convenient, flexible hours

a homt visits

A "way-to-let-loose" pat to the guy in the back of the bus who
wasn't afraid to sing a country song out loud.
From two sophomore girls who wish more people would join tn on
the sing-along fun.
A "way-to-water-the-concrete" dart to the geniuses who continuously set the sprinkler systems so they hit main sidewalks.
From a junior girl who has been soaked several times lately and
would like to remind you that concrete does not grow, no matter how
much you water it.

Suf am Porft
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56 E. Wolfe St.

Bagels

Quick. Easy.
Affordable. Good.

& Deli

What's not to like?

8

This week come celebrate our Check out one of our
three area locations:
15th anniversary with us!
expire!

expires 9/30/05

50C OFF i
BREAKFASTi
SPECIAL
I Sausage, egg, cheese &homefries

Market Street Location
1630-37 East Market Street
Phone: B40-564-0416

|

SlOFF
CHEESE
STEAK

Harmony Square Location
1741-E Virginia Square
Phone: 540-442-1997

.

Rocklngham Square Location
1731 South High Street
Phone: 540-432-1388
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
OUwre believe 49 strongly is Christians

met anyone who has tried to convert me to any other
religion besides Christianity. The hostility that Waller
perceives is a mere defense to the constant harassment of Christian zealots.

Adam Waller's recent letter said. "The so-called
Freethinkers show their distaste lor Christianity, the
Bible and for God." What he failed to notice is that
his entire letter showed his distaste for every other religion, including agnosticism and atheism. Everyone
should be free to believe in whatever they choose,
lust because some Christians believe you have to be
saved to get to heaven does not mean that everyone
believes this, nor does it mean that you should force
your beliefs on other people. The truth of the matter is that nobody knows what will happen when we
die. Each person decides for themselves what they
believe will happen and lives their life accordingly.
I commend Mr. Waller for having such strong faith,
especially during such a difficult time in our country.
However, Christianity is not the only religion. Just
as you are free to worship your Christian God, everyone else should be free to worship their god, or
not worship any god. A devout Muslim who prays
five times a day, fasts, reads the Quran and worships
Allah does not deserve to bum in hell just because
they aren't worshipping your Cod. Can you imagine
how full hell would be if everyone who wasn't saved
by the Christian God went there? Christianity has appronimately 2 billion adherents. While 2 billion is an
enormous number, there are over 6 billion people in
the world. Are you really telling me, Mr. Waller, that
there is enough room in nell to house all the innocent
people, including those who are devout to their own
religion, who you believe are going there simplv because they aren't saved? Remember the Golden Ru la?
Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.
Would you appreciate a Muslim telling you that you
were going to hell because you didn't believe in Allah? Would you appreciate an atheist telling you that
you're wasting your time because there is no God?
Your letter to the editor indicates that you wouldn't.
So don't insist that everyone around you must believe exactly as you do. Love your God, love your
faith, but leam to respect the faiths of others, they
deserve that respect just as much as you do.

Adam Waller does an exemplary job of demonstrating why Christianity is often singled for attack
by anb-religious forces. It has absolutely nothing
to do with the actual theological merits of the religioff. It has everything to do with the arrogant
condescending tone with which Mr. Waller and so
many other Christians address those who follow
other faiths or none at all.
Waller's main motivational tactic in his letter is the
threat of hellfire and damnation to people whose religious views disagree with his own. This is all too common among "Christians" who seem to have missed
the real point of Christianity. What these people seem
not to realize is that to people such as myself who do
not believe in heaven or hell such threats are wasted
effort and serve only to push father away.
Waller mentions a "responsibility'' to let everyone
else know that they are wrong. He needs to understand that to manv others, this is seen as a way of justifying an attitude that holds oneself as superior to those
around *him. It is seen as nothing more than pnde,
which is one of the deadly sins if I am not mistaken.
A Buddhist is not going to condemn someone
else for not being Buddhist. (Buddha is also not held
to be a divine being, Mr Waller. There is no god in
Buddhism.)
Everything is going to be all right no matter what
yea believe. At least this is what I believe. And it makes
no difference to me whether you agree with me or not.
All 1 do ask is that you keep your religion to yourself.
I forget where I heard this, but it is true: "Religion should be like sex. Passionate, powerful and
very pnvate."

Natalie Apseloff, senior
psychology major

Patrick hgan, senior
ISS major

Beliefs should be kepi to yourself

Cinnamon Bear

)

Kurt Rohrbacher. junior
computer science major

; FREE Short
Cappuccino
1

!

with purchase
oftalllatte

$1 off one
$3 off two
Sandwiches
with purchase
drinks at regular price

Exp: 10-11 -05
ttWicoi*onon*
Ont coupon pw mil or o-o*.
Not vrfotMh any oth*. ottf

with purchase
and get second Bacon. Egg and J,.„<„ -Jl
■— _J_chee*on Mum trg
brinks ot regular pnee
E*p: 10-31-OS

540-433-2867

Major & minor repairs, state inspections,

Southside Auto

coach and chassis service on all
makes & models, warranty work welcome

Truck & RV
Service

Welcome Back Special
$10 off Oil Changes
(most vehicles)

540-433-8434

exp. 9.30.05

Mon-Fri 8am

In a recent l-erter to the Editor. Adam Waller
resentfully rebuked a student who felt that her religious views were being looked down upon by her
fellow students. Adam wonders why non-Chnstians
are offended when others consistently remind them
of the eternal damnation they are sure to face when
they leave this world. What Adam fails to grasp is
the idea that every "freethinker" has heard it before
and probably from more than one party. If they
weren't convinced by the first 20 people who Hied
to "save" them, then they're probably not going to
be convinced by the next person who tries to force
Christianity down their throat. Waller contends that
"those who call themselves freethinkers ... do not
accept Christianity yet they accept everything else"
including Islam and Buddhism, fust because a freethinker isn't consistently confronted by Muslims or
Buddhists doesn't mean that they accept their teachings. 1 have met a variety of people, but I've never

4711 S. Valley Pike
(Behind Smith's furniture)
www.southsideautorv.com

Responses to all articles and opinions published in
The Breeze are welcome and encouraged letters
should be no longer than 250 words, must include a
phone number for verification and can be e-mailed to
breezeopinion^hotmailxoni or mailed lo MSC 6805
CI, Anthony-Seeger Hall, Hamsonburg, VA 22807. The
Breeze reserves the right to edit all submissions for length
or grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board
as a whole, and is not necessanly the opinion ofariy individual
staff member of The Breeze
Editonal Board
Nathan Chiantetta. editor in chief
Alex Simey, managing editor
Molly Little, opinion editor

$2 OFF

Open Every
Friday &
Saturday
in October
7PM-10PM

:W

ADMISSION

v

LIMITED TIME!

LJARKWOOD
MANOR

This coupon
expires
after 10/22.

Mi tfaM
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Licensed to Print and Embroider JMU Names and Logos
Lowest Prices Guaranteed, We Match or Beat Any Price
Fastest Turn Around Time and Largest Selection of Items
T-Shirts, Polos. Sweatshirts. Hats ■ Search for SOS On GoLookOn.com
Ladies Apparel. Athletic Apparel I JMU's Favorite Online Resource for
Magnets. Pens, Glassware, Cups I Businesses, Events, Menus & Coupons
'"i*",y."
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Special Thursday
Night Scare
October 27th |

for 1. ii in-

«*>r
Damian
Marlay
Welcome to
Jamrock

Paul Wall
People's
Champ
2 CD SET

Halloween Night

Recent
releases from
Kanye West.
Death Cab

SELLERS rl
Sigur Ros
Takk

SEPT 30th!!![

Charlie Wilton
Charlie Last
Name Wilson

Rolling Stones.
David Gray.
Paul McCartney.
Voung Jeery.
Iron & Wine.
Dar Williams/
Little Brother.
Hackensaw
Boys.
Gorilla.*.
Tony Yayo
and more'

NEW • USED CDs • DVDs • gimes • NOVELTIES • VINTL • books • VIDEOS • FREE special orders
mask accessories • magazines • INDIES • imports • HARD-TO-FIND MUSIC • open 7 days!
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CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING
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SOS Advertising
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Forceful Christians invoke criticism
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600 University Blvd
'Beside Cosco & Ntelosl

' om Sun 10 am 7 otrt

$1 off one
$3 off two
Sandwiches

Buy one Bacon, Egg'and Cheese
on English Muffin at regular pnee
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Not rt*d«nth any otntt onto

Biv.ikl.isl All Day
I

FREE
Breakfast
Bagel

434-9999
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What A Record
Store Should Be!

JBUBaM »Matarrnwiui.

VinNW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

Jm O/^GLS

Own Your Own Tiki Bar tiu\s

APPLY NOW!
Include iliis newspaper ad with your
iiion the $30
"" application fee
application
will be waived!
\ isil the < rffice of lnt'1 Programs
to begin the application process.
11)77 S. Main St - 7, if) 568-6419
il i .nil scholarships I'm .1 Ml student)
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We've (pt G(MMfbGWUj/
Stephen Sondheim's play adapted for JMU stage
One of the loveliest voices m the show came from junior Corinne
Grosser, who had a small role as one of Bobby's girlfriends. Her solo
about the human traffic on the New York City subway showed a
lonely glimpse of unrequited love, similar to Eponine in "Les Mis-

BV MONICA BOOKER
CONTRIBUTING WR/1TR

On Monday evening, Sept. 26, I attended the first dress relu-.irs.il
of "Company" I walked into the auditorium of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
erabaM
The actors were lounging
around the stage and vocally warming-up for their
rehearsal. After hurnedly
taking my scat in preparation lor the show, junior
Kate Weber, one of the directors, informed me that
(he show would not begin
on time because the stage
piano had been mistakenly locked awav in a large
wooden box.
Unfortunately, the cast
of "Company," along with
the musical theatre department, has had to deal with
a rough deck of cards this
semester — though they
have managed to get by
with a few smiles
When
the
piano
couldn't be unlocked,
the whole cast relocated
to Theatre II to rehearse
without much question or
complaint. The show had
to be performed in a makeshift space and the actors
seemed a bit stressed, tired
and sick.
"I haven't had a voice
for two weeks ... hopefully it will be back in time
before the show," said
sophomore Foo Bernier
Despite the illnesses
floating around the cast,
each person's vocal abilitv
was powerful. Evervone
in the cast sang well and
articulated so that the audience could understand
the lyrics of Stephen Sondheim's show.
Sophomore Jake Odmark captivated the audience in his lead role as
Bobby, a 35-year-old bachelor who considers marriage after his 35th birthday in the company of his
married friends. Odmark
responded naturally to
the action on stage, unlike
some of the younger, lessexperienced
performers.
Although his voice cracked
due to the group contagion,
Odmark gave a solid performance against the odds
CAROLYN WA15KR \tnu*ph><to<gmpher
of impromptu spaces and
Daniel James Bernier and Laura Layman act out a scene MI "Company," wWch plays
the arrival of a last minute
In Theatre II through Saturday.
accompanying pianist

In spite of late nights
and grueling eight-hour
performances,
Grosser
says it's been a fun ride.
"It's been really hectic
to put the show together
in such a short time ...
but it's been fun," she
said.
• Though some of the
acting, not including
Jake Odmark and a few
other actors, was subpar and stale throughout
the show, the apparent
excitement of the cast to
be performing the show
signifies more than their
lapse into high school
acting class. It's apparent
that the way they pulled
their demeanors together
to simply move their final
dress rehearsal into another snace that they've
been through hell and
back to make a show that
they're proud of.
Finally, the cast of
"Company" was hit with
some unexpected company during their final
song and bow. One of the
student directors from another theater removed furniture through a back door
before the cast could finish
their song (perhaps needing the same furniture
for his show). In less than
three minutes after the
show had ended, the cast
turned around to discover
they had no furniture on
set. It goes to show that
nothing much bothers this
cast anymore. They simply
let it go.
Letting it go sums up
the show's message. Not
everyone is meant to be
married, some are and
some aren't, and your
friends will be there to
love you despite what life
brings along the way. In
the words of the Bobby,
we all need "Someone to
hold you too close, someone to hurt you too deep,
someone to sit in your
chair, to ruin your sleep,
to make you aware of being alive."

DVD REVIEW

'Dogtown'
extras are
mundane,
unimpressive
BY LISA RONEY
CONTRIBUTING WHITE*

It was a noble effort.
The "Lords of Dogtown" DVD started
out quite promising but quickly diminished
to a series of repetitive, boring features that
practically come standard now on every film
disc.
The movie's 25-minute making-of featurette began with high hopes. The actors
showed they clearly knew what they wen'
involved with and what they were trying
to re-create. The real-life "lx»rds of Dogtown" were heavily involved in the making
of the movie and gave their input to skateboard maneuvers and set designs. A lot of
work went into adapting the story to the big
screen; too bad the movie wasn't as good as
it could have been.
Also featured on the DVD were interviews with all the athletes who made oamso
appearances in the him. The interviews were
lengthy, boring and the viewer pretty much
sees the same moves and hears the same stories over and over again. Manv of the people
showcased here also were in the making-of
featurette, making this portion pretty pointless

Deleted scenes are always worth watching to see if any of them actually shou Id have
been in the movie to help advance the plot.
None of the deleted scenes were essential
to make the film better; most of them were
short comic sequences to make the audience chuckle during an otherwise dramatic
movie.
Stunts that didn't make the final cut were
introduced in several featurettes.
One was strictly of the actors falling off
their skateboards (which got old after IS seconds), and one was of skateboarding stunts
in an empty pool (we saw enough in the actual movie). Another featurette showed how
computer-generated imaging played a role
in re-creating 1975 Venice Beach, Calif., but
was done in a way that even computer art
majors would find mundane.
The actual movie was so cliche and stereotypical that I felt like 1 was watching the
skateboard version ol "Behind the Music" or
an "E! True Hollywood Story." A group of
guys with a passion get an opportunity to
make it big, then one of them sells out for
the money, and the rest part ways, but then
reunite to be with a dying friend in his last
days. On a positive note, the movie was shot
in a very cool, student-hlm-documentary
way that made it seem more like reality than
script.
The only noteworthy performances came
from Heath Ledger, whose Califomian accent
was so dead-on that 1 forgot for a while that
he's Australian, and Michael Aragano (TV's
"Will & Grace"). Still, only true skateboarders and fans will be able to fully appreciate
this movie; the rest of us will probably fall
asleep halfway through.

PREVIEW

Dayton's Autumn Festival
provides entertainment,
crafts outside JMU bubble
■Y CARRIE TEICHERI
IU7MC WRIJIK
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I here's no longer the need to
ask a friend or roommate to k»ok
tor something to do outside --t
the "normal" JML weekend. The
tin of HarrlaonbUfl If an amazing tourist area. ret mam ol us

never take advantage «>t the local

What JMU Reads
IW

Contemporary

SltyXsr?

Handcrafted

\VQ°X

Sterli Silver

"9

Jewelry
"Come see our selection of the most
exquisite silver jewelry from Europe"
Kiosk located in Valley Mall
in front of JC Penney beside Verizon

540-432-6107

.mil seasonal activities that surround us her*' in the 'Bun,
rhe Dayton Autumn Peetival
is the thing you may be looking
for to .iti<i exctteroem bo your list
oi BCtivittee. I he festival will be
held in downtown Davton (located just oil Route 42 South) on
Oct. 1 from &30 a.m. to l p m . on
Mala Mill and College streets
I here will be .i wide variet) <>t
entertainment arts and t rafts end
delirious' foods being provided
from more than 73 vendor-

I he headlining band will be
The Darren Beachley and Maryland Line Band. Along with the
headliner, various other bands,
singers and doggers will aid in
the day o( celebration.
Throughout the day there
will be more than 250 arts and
ir.ilts exhibitors coming to the
autumn festival from 12 states
end even Canada. Some of the
other local vendors include
Daniel Marnson House, Silver
Lake Mill and the Dayton FarmM.irkrt, which holds more
than 20 specialty shops.
Ilu- uiv will be providing
tree shuttle bus transportation
every hour on the hour from
Various locations around Harrisonburg. For more information
regarding the Dayton Autumn
Festival, visit toumofdaytonva.
usl2004AutumnCe\tbraUon.htm.

LAI IRA HI KiHhS ammhumg phmtpiifhrr
Primrose House In Dayton will be open during te Autumn
Festival. Located on Main Street. Primrose House sells crafty
Items, Jewelry and homemade goods.

SPORTS
McNeer
makes
cut as
frosh
Freshman golfer
starts in first
collegiate tourney
IV Ml KKIl k
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Freshman Reagan McNeer
was excited to make JMU men's
golf team. What the un-recruited
McNeer never expected was to
start in his first collegiate tournament — the Towson Fall Invitational.
"I knew I had a good shot
at making the team — after the
first day especially," McNeer
said. "But I was very surprised
to start."
In his 10 seasons of coaching
JMU collegiate golf, Paul Gooden
has never seen a walk-on start in
his first match.
After shooting a 68 to lead the
first day in qualifying at the Invitational, McNeer solidified his
starting role — surprising, considering a knee injury sidelined
McNeer most of last year.
The injury kept the 6-foot-5inch McNeer out of most tourna ments
his
senior
year in high
school. State
tournaments
and big golf
events are
where most
Division
I
scouts
do
their recruiting. By not
participating wicnwwr
in these tournaments, McNeer
went unnoticed.
"I know most people in the
state of Virginia from the state
open," Gooden said. Not being
recruited had a positive effect on
McNeer's game.
"It definitely put a chip on
my shoulder to play better," McNeer said.
Standing on the first tee of the
Towson Fall Invitational, McNeer
belted his first collegiate drive
down the left side of the hole and
into the rough.
"I was pretty nervous, but after that it was just playing golf,"
McNeer said. "It all kind of went
away."
Led by sophomore Scott Marino with a score of 68 on the
first day and 73 the second, JMU
placed third behind Campbell
University and George Mason
University.
JMU finished with an overall
score of 581 — 12 shots off the
lead. McNeer ended the tournament with 77s on both days,
shooting a 10-over par for 48th
place.
"The team played great. It was
a great tournament for Men's
the team and
good way to Golf
start the sea- Oct. 3-4
son," McNeer Jo*Ag««
said. "I didn't Invitational
eiy
great, Sam
i I didn't Willamaburg
play terrible,
so I wasn't too disappointed. [I)
would've liked to have not shot
77s both days, but instead kept it
around par."
The Midlothian native plans
to play in many tournaments
and hopes to contribute to the
team by playing smart and loose
— making every shot count.
Gooden has high hopes for
McNeer and looks forward to
working with him on his fundamentals and course management.
"He's got a good swing,
but golf is an art," Gooden said.
There's more to it than just hittins the ball, it's about how to attack the course."
McNeer is compebng this
week, hoping to qualify for one
of the last two spots when the
Dukes travel to the Joe Agee Invitational in Williamsburg.
McNeer hopes to secure his
second start in as many tnes in
the Oct. 3 and 4 tournament.
"I'm really excited about the
team chemistry and overall team
talent," McNeer said "We've got
three studs at the top. One more
scorer in there and we've got a
shot at being really good ,nJs
year and hopefully making it
back into the NCAAs."

Matthew Stoss. Editor
Meagan Mihalko, Assistant Editor

brtczesports @hotmail.com
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Stillwell
honored
byCAA

Atlantic 10 begins
JMU heads
toN.Y.to
face Hofstra

Volleyball player
claims player of
the week award

av MATTHEW STOSS
sfoms uxro*
Coach Mickey Matthews and the rest ol the
JMU football team had a
pretty nice little Saturday,
to paraphrase that great
sage and speaker or wisdoms, Frank "The Tank"
Ricard. Matthews spent
his doing yard work and
watching football that
didn't involve his 2-1
sixth-ranked Dukes.
The rest of the football
team, well, they probably
enjoyed being college
students — perhaps a bit
unlike Madison's next opponent, whose weekend
wasn't so leisurely.
The
23rd-ranked
Pride of Hofstra University, who the Dukes face
Saturday in their Atlantic 10 opener, spent their
Saturday in a doubleovertime battle with No.
7 Furman University. In
the end, the Paladin outlasted the Pride, grinding
out a 44-41 victory in the
late-September humidity
of Greenville, S.C.
"I
haven't
really
thought about a shootout," Matthews said at
Ham's during his Monday press conference. "I
expect a tight game."
JMU faced Furman on
the road in the quarterfinals of last year's Division
I-AA playoffs and unhorsed the Paladin 14-13.
"I think IHosftra] got
tired because their defense was on the field so
much," Matthews said.
"They'll prepare just like
we did after Coastal (Carolina Universityl because
they got beat. 1 think it
has no bearing on our
game whether they won
or lost."
But perhaps the type
of loss might have some
effect?
"They're very good
on offense, but scoring
doesn't mean there's a lot
of offense," Matthews said.

JMU volleyball's Bayli Stillwell was named Colonial Athletic Association player of the
week of Sept. 19-26.
The junior averaged 3.17
kills per game and hit .552 to
help lead the Dukes to three
wins over the past week. She
also had five aces, 16 digs and
five block assists.
Stillwell started the week
with a complete performance
in the Dukes' —

come-from- Women's
UbenrtdyWUm! Volleyball
versity Sept.
20.
She had 14

season opener agsjnal Lock
Haven University with a tom
ACL. To compensate, freshmen
comerbacks Fvan McCullough
and Darrieus Ramsey have seen
increased playing time.
"1 think we'll be better,"
Matthews said. "We just have
to get better . ..._..
pass defense, rOOtDall
rush better Saturday

Safes ssr
had the two
freshmen playing a lot on special teams, but they're not as
good as the older guys yet."
A pass rush is also included

in pass defense — something
the Dukes weren't getting mucn
of in their Sept. 10 loss to Coastal Carolina, Matthews said. In
tlu-ir last game against DSU,
Madison got enougn of a rush to
sack Hornets' quarterbacks four
times for 93 yards
Thus far Hofstra is 2-1, defeating the University at Albany
and Stony Brook University before falling to Furman. For the
Dukes, Saturday's game will be
the hrst of eight-straight A-10
mail hups. It will be the first conference game for both squads.
The game will be televised
on the Madison Square Garden
Network and is scheduled to
start at VIOpm.

Lombardo, Dukes
have depth to spare
Madison to
face Towson
Friday night
■v JAMES

kills and nine AJt.l P.vrfl,on at
digs against the^etCantsr
Liberty.
She continued with her success against the University of
North
Carolina-Wilmington
where she had 17 kills on 22 attempts and committed only two
errors.
In the Dukes' 3-0 win against
Georgia State University, Stillwell had seven kills.
Her .368
attack percentage has
landed her
third in the
league
in
that category. Her average kills per
game
has
increased to
2.48 and she .
has helped StIlWhWl
JMU's league-leading 2.28 aceper-game average by serving 15
aces in the last seven matches.
The Dukes continue uSeir run
of CAA matches when thev vi-.it
the College of William & Mary
Sept. 30 and Virginia Commonwealth University Oct. 1.
So far, JMU is 4-1 inside inside the conference and 10-3
overall, which includes a 5-1
mark at Godwin Hall Gymnasium.

RLE PHOTO
Rodney Lander* break* an 81-yard touchdown run against Delaware State Sept. 17.

"It often means there were a lot
of turnovers. I've coached games
where (the other team| has scored
35 points and we played great
defense. Scoring a lot of times is
determined by turnovers."
Which is something the
Dukes have kept at a minimum
thus far, losing none of their
four fumbles and throwing one
interception in three games. The
lone pick came Sept. 17 in the
Dukes' 65-7 win over Delaware
State University.
Of late, however, the pnmary concern for |MU has been
its pass defense — something
injuries have done their best to
hamper. Sophomore free safety
Nick Adams went down in the

IRWIN

SINK)* WRITZIt

Depth.
It's arguably the most important commodity in college
sports. Coaches drool over the
prospect of having deep teams.
Players embrace its practicality. Programs emphasize its
importance. And while depth
doesn't guarantee a championship, it's present in many.
Rick Pabno had the deepest team in college basketball
when he coached the University of Kentucky to two NCAA
title games in a row in the late
'90s. |MU football used a trio
of starting tailbacks and a
deep offensive line to run its
way to a Division I-AA national championship.
JMU women's soccer coach
Dave Lombardo knows about
it, too. This year, his team has
depth — lots of it.
"Not only can we replace
a kid who's struggling, but
often bmes the kid coming off
the bench is giving us something different and in many
cases better than the starter,"
Lombardo said. "It gives us
some versatility and it gives
us options."
In 2005, lombardo has
plenty of options and, as history
shows, he's going to use them,
Since the day he arrived as
JMU's first coach in 1990, Lombardo has used a simple plan for
success: hard work by committee takes prionty over star-studded players in Harnsonburg.
The fabric of our program
has always been team first,"

Friday
JMUatVCU
7p.m

— from staff reports

CAROLYN WALSER/jmcr ptu*o%raphtr

The 5-4 Dukes will look to
avenge their 2-1 toe* to Vlglnla
Commonwealth University
Saturday this Friday against
Towson University.

Lombardo said. "It's not hard
to get across.
"You play for each other."
What that does is give
Lombardo's teams long-term
success. In his 15 vears at JMU,
the Dukes

have
d

U

en- Women's
r e d

t*M AT

only two
losing seasons. JMU
doesn't get

*ww**'^
Friday
"

the

JMUSocc.r

same

Towson at JMU
7pm

P'fyer5 Complex
that go to
—
the University of Virginia and
the University of North Carolina. But by following the plan,
the Dukes — No. 12 on the
NCAA wins list in the 1990s
— have carved out a niche as
a consistent team. They do it
with hard work.
"A lot of us are athletic,"
sophomore forward Vanessa
Brizzi said. "Up top we probably have four good subs that
can go in after the starters.
There's not just one player
that's the spark."
While Lombardo has always preached teamwork, his
2005 roster might epitomize
that mentality best. Nine players have accounted for JMU's
17 goals this season. Bnzzi,
junior forward Natalie Ewell
and freshmen midfielders
Kimmy Germain and Jackie
Graham have started only
three games between them but
have combined for five goals
and six assists.
"No matter who we sub in.
I don't feel like we're losing
anything on the field," Ewell
said. "Our bench gives us energy. We feed off how everyone is playing around us."
And uSey do it well. A week
ago against Liberty University,
set DEPTH, page 10
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NCAA
VT@ West Virginia

West Virginia

VT

WHAT'S &0IN' ON, JOHN?

Michigan @ Michigan St.

Michigan St

Michigan St.

Michigan

Michigan St

Michigan

Minnesota @ Penn State

Penn State

Penn State

Minnesota

Minnesota

Penn State

JMU

JMU

JMU

JMU

JMU

Baltimore

Baltimore

NY Jets

Baltimore

Baltimore

Carolina

Carolina

Carolina

Carolina

Carolina

JMU @ Hofstra

NFL
NY Jets @ Baltimore
Green Bay @ Carolina
San Francisco @ Arizona

San Francisco San Francisco San Francisco San Francisco San Francisco

Indianapolis @ Tennessee

Indianapolis
Kioianapons

Indianapolis
inchanapohs

Indianapolis

Indianapolis

Indianapolis

FOOTBALL

PICKS
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— Here's what's happenin' in the 'Burg this weekend! ——
THURSDAY, SEPT. 29
.
Live Music at the Artful Dodger: *7 West Court Square
Jeremiah Prophett Band performing at Dave's Downtown Taverna: 121 S. Main Strttl
jimmy O performing at Finnigan's Cove: 30 W. Water Street
Karaoke at The Pub: 1950 Deyerle Ant.
*ty

Gold Crown Billiards 8-Ball Tournament starting at 7:30 p.m.: 92 Chestnut Rutge Drive

FRIDAY, SEPT. 30
Music and Art Show at Cups To Co starting at 8 p.m.: 1350 Patrfc Grow
Latino Night at La Hacienda: 2455 S. Mnin Street
College Night at The Pupuseria. Bring IAC Card to get in free: 2241 S. Main Street
Souled Out performing at The Pub
SATURDAY, OCT. 1
Live music at Cups To Go from 6 to 11 p.m.
Latin Girls Party Night at The Pupuseria 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Hells Bells (AC/DC tribute band) performing at The Pub

Captain
Grasshopper Night Train
Beanie
Cjptain
Gutit
16-16
16-16
17-15
19-13
13-19
3-5
44
5-3
4-4
4-4
500
.500
.531
.594
.406
W!I, the Steelen lost and I am sad. It was hard to pick who was wone. the 4fen
■re .inliiul* IVill Favre start 04'Will |nr Pa rrmainundefeated?Oh,thestnpenie
tlut !i**Hill season brings. And finally, we bid farewell to Night Train (who apparently is unaware of Chad Pennmgton's shoulder injury). Wpll misfi you — Meagan

Jjf
*"^

Phi Sigma Pi's 4th Annual 3 Miles for MS Run/Walk. Registration begins at 10 a.m. in
the lower level of the Festival Conference and Student Center. Race starts at 11 ».m.

SUNDAY, OCT. 2
M

Open D) at the Artful Dodger: bring your own vinyl
Jazz and Blues Brunch at Cups To Go featuring Aram Rey from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
International Night at I .i Hacienda

DEPTH: Women's soccer finds
success by utilizing all players
in IIH, from page 9
i ombaido usrd 2^ playen in
l\ll 's 4-0 win. Ihrwol lhcj-n.ils
trem Mond iftef hdlttime.
l! IcMpt cv.Tvono Iresh,"
said Germain, who had a goal
■ltd .in assist. "It gives us fresh
legs and •invonccancomeinand

take over a game."
No game showcased JML"*.
.ihilitv to lake ovtf better than
the Moond game «»t the season.
Down I-'1 at halhime to Loyolfl
' oUeoje,] unibardu's team scored
tour goals in the second half —all
"\ Jittereni oUytn — en mute
to i 4-2 win. The Dukes used six
substitution in the game. The

i .rv\ hounds used two.
"We won? them down,"
Lombardo said. "We had quality
substitutions and a relentless attack."
And while it wasn't the case
last season when the Dukes had
injury problems, Lombardo has
no reservations about using 16
w 17 players a game with confidence — and his players don't
either.
"I'd say last year if a starter
came and didn't bring their A
game, we'd be screwed," Brizzi
said. The whole level of plav
would drop. Now coach says,
'You're off, vou're in,' and we

keep going."
In some cases they're going
in circles, literally. Tuesday afternoon, as the Dukes prepped for
their conference game against
Tow son University, Lombardo
put his team through a 200-yard
sprint workout at the end of
practice. He made a deal. If the
whole team did the final workout in less than 38 seconds, they
were done.
The |MU Soccer Complex
came alive with shouts of encouragement. Evervone hit the
time.
"We all play for each other,"
Bnzzi said.

Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515
Radio Dtipatched
Service to all major airports

* FREE*<
'STOVE ' \ 4 night rental
one per customer
& VIDEO
Route 33 East
Harrisonburg

433-9181

Free Membership
Over 1,000 Movies
DVDs.VHS, XB0X&PS2 games

(next to Wendy's)

University life brings
new experiences, new relationships, new challenges.
A spiritual viewpoint can help you achieve balance
in your life. Visit the website: spirituaiity.com
sponsored by the Christian Science Church in Boston.
Jind comfort, new ideas, chat rooms 24-7-365.
there is a Christian Science Church in Waynesboro.
Jor local information call: 289-5134

Wheelchair accessible vshlcles

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day. 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

_Ashby.

<2>Wasa
FREE DRY!

LAUNDROMAT AND DRY CLEANERS
Open 7am 10pm 7 Days a Week

u.

■„

.

D

T,

,

Free Pickup/Delivery
Dry cleaning

^JESS* 'JATIM!.

Laundry Wash & Fold 74C/lb
(min.8lbs.)

"for 2 loads washers, see store for details.

540) 57" CLEAN

September and October '05

Cross ing
Reason #

2,214,687,001

to live at Ashby!

1630 Virginia Aye, Harrisonburg Ion hwy 42 near Harmony Sq Food Lion)

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Manbeth P. Loynes. MD
Sherry L. Mongold. FNP Catherine E. Riftenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00

Need some Extra Cash?
$jAMES\/jCHONE ft

J)

antit

y«

cwglr

|

J

>

&

14) 4)

Buying Gold
Tiffany & Co., Cartier, Yurman, Jewelry
• MUST be 18 w/ two IDs

You can bring this little guy!
Rent Includes:
*;i- •
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ethernet

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

CLASSIFIED
For Sale
BMAI 1 AMMAI ( AM 1 ARC.l cage

BRAND NFW- great fof ferrets, g-pigs.
rabbin $65 Call (240) 193-1764

DINING SERVICES is hiring foe
locations across campus.
Download
application ac wwwjmuedu dining and
return lo Gibbons entrance 7. Starting
pay $6.25. promotions up to $9.75
Flexible scheduling! Meet new people?

BABYSITTER
needed
in
ou
home part time for 3->ear-old and
infant
Typical schedule Mon-Wed
7:30 am - 5:30 p.m. Also looking for
eve/wkndsitters. Call Erin (540)438-1150
STOP

JAXI COMPANY FOR SALE Call
rtarty. 435-7431. leave a

frwo

TICKETS

for

Family

lUcekend Football game
Section
■ 5 $40 OBO Call <4S4) 919-7192
ROLLING STONES 4 txs. I0A)6- Scott
■Stadium Sec 105, row WW-SI00000
Itall after 6:00 p.m. (414) 296-0515

TIRED PARENTS OF TWINS looking
hi in-home help during the week.
Mornings or early afternoons are best
Walkingdistancefrom campus onFranklin
Street Call for detail* (540) 574-4025
DISHWASHERS WANTED Flexible
houri.c vcningson ly. compel iti ve pay.good
benefits, fun work environment. Appl>
in person al Joshua Wilton House, 412
S MainSl.Hamsonburg(540>414-4464

HUM,

A

■ BARTENDING' $250/day potential
■No experience necessary. Training
■ provided (BOO) 965-6520 Ext 212
I WE PAY UP TO $75 per swvey.
|u ww. GetPMidTo Th in k .coat
WMIRI-SSI SS
M I [)| |)
\rpK
I in person at Jess' Lunch Downtown.
til I PAID IO HUNK1 MakeS ,; taking
[online surveys mmcashtospendcorn
I CARPENTER AND LABORERS.
Excellent pay Call (540) 568-1068

PART TIME DELIVERY PERSON for
local furniture store Apply in person
al The Furniture Warehouse 433-0909
WAITSTAFF AND FLOOR MANAGER
needed at ROMANO'S ITALIAN
BISTRO in McGaheysville (ju* 10
minutes east of Harnsonburg on 33).
Apply in person at 42 Island Ford
Rd., Suite K. McGaheysville or call
(540) 289-5770 for more information
1 his b an excellent earning opportunity
in a new upscale Italian restaurant

I www-.thebreeze.org I THURSDAY, SEPT. 29, 2005 111

FAMi.Y WEEKEND ACXXJMOIJAIIONSBed and breakfast, double room with
bath in private home close lo campus
Two nights
$100 (540) 434-1152

Spring Breakers

Travel

Highest Commission Best Travel Penis

LOSER, www. Jerk Money, com •• -I SPRING BREAK WEBSITE'
GRAPHICS GRADUATE STUDENT
In-house part time position (20-25 his).
available to design A produce cameraready art for projects and conferences.
Also coordinate production for printed
marketing materials Fax resume to (540)
564-1609 or email to Ibjhmiied com

HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERA1DR
Training for employment Bulldo7ers,
bdckhocs, loaders. dump trucks,
graders, scrapers, excavators. Train in
Virginia. National certification, financial
assistance, job placement assistance. 800381-7164 Associated Training Services.

Low prices guaranteed. Free meals
A parties. Book II people, get 12th
trip free! Group discounts' for 6*
www SpnnpHrcak Discounts com
or
wwwLeaurtTours.com 800-838-8202
BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 5 days from
$299!
Includes meals, taxes, entry
to exclusive MTV events, beach
parties with celebrities. As seen on
Real World, Road Rules! On campus reps
needed!
www SpnngBrcak Tra \vl com
PromoCode:
11
1-800-6784186
SPRING BREAK
Early booking
specials - FREE meals A beverages
$50 deposit - group discounts Call
for more information 800-234-7007

A

TAXI VAN TRANSPORTS
Large
Groups. Call Marty 435-RIDF weekends

'

Visit
www. thcbrcczc.org

www.SpnngBrcak Travel, com
1-800-678-6386

(919)

968-8887

to plan' .] i l.issifiod!
IPWNG BREAK 2006 with Student
travel services to Jamaica. Mexico.
Bahamas and Florida. Are you connected'1
Sell trips, earn cash A travel free! Call
for group discounts Inlo/rescrvatiom
800-64K-4K44
uww %Htti\cUon>

Your ad will appear online
AND
in the printed paper!'

UP DI DAWN'S letter Wnttng Party
1 ucsdav ( kl.iher 4 ft-1 I p m Ttamiiu.ru

ZCTVI

txv fcr-Hft

Breast Cancer
Awareness Month

AL

Benefit
Movie

FRIDAY - SOULED OUT - MEGA DANCE BAND!!
SATURDAY - HELLS BELLS
AC/DC TRIBUTE

Need someone lo
sublease from you?

T
Sal
^ r Tues ^ ' Wed 1
Sun * Mon ' Wed '
Oct. 3
Oct. 8
Oct. 1
Oct. 5
Oct. ll Oct. 1<)

L

432-0610

www iumpia\hU)uri com
HW-IH- 7'IU
t AM UK M \n I CO, JAMAICA
from $499'
Travel with America's
largest
&
ethics
award-winning
spring break company' Fly scheduled
airlines.
free
meals.
beverages.
biggest celebnty parties! On-campus
marketing reps needed! PromoCode: II

Personals

www.endlcsBMummcriouri com
RIDING 1ISSONS boarding, showing
Mill Creek harm 234-9781 or 421-5994

Going Abroad for
Spring
Semester?

Book early 4 sava*
Lows* pnees hottest rJaMnaaons1
Book 15 - 2 Free Tnps or Cash
Free Meals & Parties by 11/7

PATHI IK

Help Wanted
DOG WALKER NEEDED NEAR JMU
Seeking grad student/call (540)435-0841

THE BREEZE

AL

AL

Ak

AL

Benefit
Acapella
Concert

Survivor
Night

Breastival

BCA5K

8pm

8pm

11am
2pm

9am

8pm

8pm

GraftonStoval

Festival
Ballroom A

Transitions

Festival
Meadow

Festival
Ballroom A

Festival
Ballroom A

$3.50

Free!!

Free"

S10 early
registration;
SIS registration day of

JS

i»i! 24S.
Note Oriety.

Raines
and
Concessions!

Passport
Event!!!

Passport
Event!!!

Race forms
available online

Bring a
Friend1

(.rah .i
Date

■A Walk to
Remember"

NEXT WEEK:
©THURSDAY 10/6
VIRGINIA COALITION
w/ Guests Rain Market

A

ss

Low Key.

Milestones.
Into Hymn.
Madison
Project. 6
Overtones

(o Sponsored by UHC Office of Health Promotions 6 ZTA

dothepub.com

I'mii Madison I shirts

immons Oct. S. 11. 13,1? i
S10 Keep .i lookout"

® TOYOTA

400

ANY NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE
AS A COLLEGE GRAD, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE!
•NOT ALL CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY.
MODE

OTA DEALERS ANDTOOTA FINANCI

•

■ '

OYOTA
•" DETAILS COLLEGE
MY

®TOYOTA
, buyatoyota.com,

MACPHERSON STRUT FRONT SUSPENSION
AM/FM/CD WITH 6 SPEAKERS
LB-LITER 170 HP ENGINE
+ SIDE ROCKER PANELS
+ 38 MPG HW Y

= YOUR NEW CAR
I SHOWN 17,360

r3P TOYOTA

'EPA ESTIMATED MPG fOR 2005 COROLLA S MODEL 1812 4 SPEED AUTO. ACTUAL MILEAGE MAY VARY "MSRP FOR 2006 SPORT MODEL 1812 EXCLUDING TAX, TAGS AND UCENSE FEES. DEALER SETS FINAL PRICE.

!

\2

THURSDAY. SKPT.

29. 2005 I www.ihebreeze.org
Catch The Breeze
every Monday
and Thursday

Check out the NEW Kid's program at
Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
Congregation
Using film making/editing
For Info:
IE mail] carol@HUUweb.org
lW«b| http://HUUweb.org
(Phone) 540-867-0073
Sundays at 10:30am
4101 Rawley Pike
(4 miles west of Court Square)

lH L 'I(fee
\^2^r

AESTHETICS

&

GYSECOLOO

Complete Office Gynecology
» birth control planning & morning after
•pap smear evaluation & treatments
•complete gynecological exams
•STD testing

Other Services
mineral make-up by coloresciertce*

• spa products
•acrte treatments

weight loss/cellulite control •

»laser hair reduction

skin disorder treatments •

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"
Call (540) 437-1296
1992 Medical Avenue, Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The
Mill
APARTMENTS
AENTS M

YOU CAN HAVE
IT ALL AT THE MILL
GREAT PRICE
GREAT SIZE
GREAT LOCATION
GREAT SERVICE
GREAT PARKING
GREAT PLACE

It's Not Too Early
To Apply Now
FREE PHONE/CABLE/ETHERNET*
Private Line in each bedroom
'ActuatioiVMainienancs Fe« lequireo

Office Hours:
Monday-Friday 9A-5P, Saturday 10A-2P
The Mill Apartments
11-A South Avenue
540-438-3322
www.themillapts.com
e-mail: themillapt3@yahoo.com
Ron Turner, Community Manager
Professionally Managed by Weisz Properties, LLC

tSl
EHMJM

THE BREEZE

